
January 31, 2018 

Martha's Vineyard Commission 
P.O. Box 1447 
Oak Bluffs, MA 02557 

Re: East Chop Bluff Repair - OB (DRI 679) Public Hearing 

Dear Commissioners, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this proposal. I am a part owner of 
adjacent property located at 110 East Chop Drive, on the corner of Brewster Avenue, a 
property that has been in the family since the 1800s. 

There is a pressing need to get this bluff stabilization project moving forward, as our fall 
and winter storms continue to remind us, and I very much appreciate the Commission 
taking up this matter now. 

The proposed design represents an improvement over past stabilization practices that 
armored the toe of the slope but broadcast asphalt pavement and other debris over the 
rest ofthe bluff. This project incorporates native plants as part ofthe stabilization plan, 
recognizing their better suitability to the site, soil binding properties, and provision of 
cover and habitat benefits. It also recognizes the threat of climate change and 
incorporates a modestly increased revetment height to respond to sea level rise. 

I write - with gratitude for the timeliness and forward-thinking approach - to offer 
some comments and questions on the plan. 

I begin with one question that has been nagging at me since I first opened the project 
plan set. CLE Engineering (CLE) Sheet 3 shows a Vegetation Planting Detail that appears 
to be the only illustration of what happens on the bluff above the revetment. While I 
certainly support the use of native plants on the bluff, I am left wondering how deep the 
excavation is planned to be, how the bluff with be rebuilt, what materials are proposed 
and where, and why the plantings appear to lack the density and diversity (both species 
and structural) that would seem desirable on an extremely steep, highly exposed bluff. 

This initial impression left me with a question: Has consideration been given to the use 
of biotechnical treatments in parts of this design? These might include treatments such 
as installation of vegetated geogrids on the lower bluff above the revetment to provide 
greater stability/factor of safety. Such treatments could increase habitat values and 
provide a vigorous, well-rooted mass of native vegetation to help protect the slope from 
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erosion and undercutting in major storm events. The native herbaceous vegetation 
shown on the Vegetation Planting Detail doesn't appear to be fully up to the task and 
would seem to benefit with a more robust biotechnical treatment on the lower slope. 

Along the same biotechnicallines, the ClE report talks of "habitat created within the 
stone revetment," leading me to wonder whether there might be a plan to interplant 
live stakes of native vegetation into the stone revetment or take similar actions to 
create habitat. What are doing to create habitat within the stone revetment? 

I understand that the Board of Selectmen have asked that the MVC just address the 
bluff stabilization and not road traffic patterns because, at least for now, the plan has 
been to return the road to two-way traffic. However, I believe there are good reasons 
why the Town and MVC may want to take up some traffic flow questions, or at a 
minimum review the bluff design features that could impact traffic flow. While this 
could be done in separate hearings, I think there are at least some traffic considerations 
that should be weighed as part of the current review process. 

The ClE bluff repair design drawings show a proposed four-foot asphalt shoulder along 
East Chop Drive. The shoulder's stated purpose is to provide "a safe, convenient, 
accessible and enjoyable place for pedestrians along the seaward edge of East Chop 
Drive." This shoulder is how pedestrians are expected to travel along the bluff, but the 
design and feel of this area is much more of a space for cars to pull out and/or park. The 
shoulder will be paved to match the existing roadway and be bordered by a guardrail on 
the seaward side. There are no material, elevation, or other design features that will 
distinguish this as a pedestrian way.' The guardrail is between pedestrians and the bluff 
rather than between pedestrians and cars, as is now commonly done on the Vineyard to 
provide pedestrian (and bicyclist) safety. This feels like a more typical Vineyard 
shoreline shoulder used for parking and pUll-outs. One could imagine tour busses, taxis, 
and passenger cars pulling onto this shoulder for sightseeing stops, especially during the 
summer months when pedestrian traffic would also be at its highest. Parked or stopped 
cars blocking your way and a guardrail that limits your access rather than protecting you 
does little to instill a sense of a safe, convenient, accessible and enjoyable place for 
pedestrians. Unless the "pedestrian" shoulder and guardrail can be redesigned to 
actually meet its stated purpose, I would urge the Commission to insist on a separated 
pedestrian pathway seaward of the road instead of a shoulder. 

The accessible ramp at the south end of the project also raises potential pedestrian 
safety, traffic and parking impact questions. The ramp is a laudable plan to improve 
access in an area that is severely eroded at present.2 With such new and improved 

1 I have not seen any mention of striping or signage along the shoulder, but I would be very 
skeptical that such features would prevent cars from stopping, parking and creating significant 
safety risks for pedestrians. 
2 This is across the street from my family's property (in the interest of full disclosure). 
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access, this site would seem likely to become the main hub of pedestrian activity along 
the length of the bluff stabilization project. Do we have any data on who we expect to 
use the ramp and how they will get there? Some people will undoubtedly walk and bike 
to the site, but there will be many people who arrive by vehicle, as observations by our 
family and neighbors over the years can confirm. The first question that comes to mind 
is where will people park? The improved shoulder/pedestrian way starts at this location 
(STA 0+50, CLE Sheet 1). Although designed for pedestrians, this is the first area that I 
would expect to fill in with vehicles - cars, vans and even occasional tour busses on a 
short-term basis. Other likely parking could be expected along adjacent Brewster 
Avenue or Arlington Park Drive, where there is no shoulder or parking capacity to speak 
of. All of these parking scenarios present concerns around public safety and 
neighborhood impacts. Also, is there safe sight distance for northbound traffic on East 
Chop Drive before the accessible ramp congestion begins? 

To address both the pedestrian shoulder and the ramp access questions, a traffic study 
(a.k.a., transportation impact assessment) would be very helpful in examining traffic 
circulation, impacts to pedestrian and bicycle circulation, safety for all modes, and 
parking impacts. I would urge the Commission to consider requesting such a study. 

There are some other reasons why I believe the proposed pedestrian shoulder - and a 
fully restored two-lane road - may need more analysis. The public record contains 
certifications and responses (such as the ENF Certificate) that reference the 27-degree 
bluff slope proposed above the revetment. This is a very steep slope that appears to 
come close to, if not right up against, the proposed road shoulder along East Chop Drive. 
The project geotechnical engineer, JCK Underground, Inc. (JCK), recommends something 
less than 27 degrees. JCK is targeting a factor of safety of 1.5 for permanent slopes.3 

They "recommend using a 1 V:2.3H slope," which by my calculation comes out 23.5 
degrees, a shallower grade that I expect would move the top of rebuilt bluff to the west. 
This could potentially impact the proposed shoulder and road profile. 

Stormwater lines are proposed to drain through the proposed slope restoration. Such 
lines were previously cited as having been "damaged by bank erosion." Are there more 
sustainable alternatives that avoid sending these lines back into the slope where they 
could be damaged by future storms and surface erosion? Are there opportunities to 
connect the proposed catch basins to storm lines running along or inland from East 
Chop Drive? If East Chop Drive has no stormwater line, or its line is undersized, could a 
line be installed/upgraded as part of the planned road/shoulder construction? 

I have just a few more short questions: 

3 There is also mention of a potential for up to a 1V:2H (26.6 degree) slope but it is not clear that 
this can meet the target factor of safety, or that the slope will be fully protected from storm 
erosion (a pre-condition). 
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• What is the plan for the preservation and protection of existing stone or other 
memorials on the top of bluff, such as the stone memorial located across from 
110 East Chop Drive? 

• What happens with the sheet piles on the temporary construction access road 
after construction is completed? Are they all removed? 

• The CLE drawings indicate that Eelgrass inspection was conducted on 9/16/2016. 
I presume there is a report of some kind, prepared by a marine biologist, that 
documents the survey method and findings of this study. I could not find an 
exhibit or other citation that references the study and would like to review it. 

Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment on this proposal. I'm glad to see 
this project moving forward. 

Sincerely, 

Tim Brooks 
2S21 SE 17th Ave. 
Portland, OR 97202 

(S03) 752-7796 
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